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3-D VADOSE ZONE MODELING USING GEOSTATISTICAL INFERENCES

C. F. KNUTSON
C. B. LEE

INEL - EG&G, Idaho
P.O. Box i625, MS 2110
Idaho Falls, ID 83415

ABSTRACT

In developing a 3D model of the 600 ft thick interbeddedbasalt and sediment
complexthat constitutesthe vadose zone at the RadioactiveWaste Management Complex
(RWMC) at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) (see Figure i),
geostatisticaldata were capturedfor 12-15parameters (e.g.permeability,porosity,
saturation, etc. and flow height, flow width, flow internalzonation, etc.) This
two scale data set was generatedfrom studiesof subsurfacecore and geophysicallog
suites at RWMC and from surface outcropexposures located at the Box Canyon of the
Big Lost River and from Hell's Half Acre lava field all located in the general RWMCarea.

Based on these currently _'vailabledata, it is possible to build a 3D
stochastic model that utilizes

I. cumulative distributionfunctionsobtained from the geostatisticaldata,
2. backstrippingand rebuilding of stratigraphic units,
3. an 'expert' system that incorporates rules based on expert geologic
analysis and experimentallyderivedgeostatistics for providing

a. a structuraland isopachmap of each layer,
b. a realizati_, of the flow geometry oi: each basalt flow unit, and
c. a realization o_ the internal flow parameters (eg permeability,

"_ porosity, and saturation) For each flow,

As a result, it is possible to obtain a set of parameter values for any point
in the subsurface using either an actual value, if one was measured, or
stochastically inferred values using well e_tablished statistical techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Sixty percent of the radioactive waste in the U.S. is stored above _n
interbedded sequence of sediments and basalts. Since any fate and transport or
recovery simulation requires a reasonably realistic model of the media under
consideration in order to provide valid results, this particular type of lithography
is an environmentally interesting subject for evaluation.

Fortunately, an adequate geologic data base is available for the interbedded
basalts and sediments at the RWMC. The data are drawn from a number of monitoring
and observation wells that have been drilled in the RWMCarea, the 4000 year old
Hells Half Acre basalt flows southeast of the RWMC,and the Box Canyon of the Big
Lost River west of the RWMC.Together, the core, qeophysical log, outcrop and test
information can be utilized as the laboratory for geostatistical characterization
studies. The characterization can be used in developing a geologic model of the
basalt and sediment subsurface of the RWMC.

Like other stochastic models of geoiogic features, this model is a hybrid, or



two scale, model. The larger "_ "_
scale features considered were
basalt flow geometry, internal

zonation, sediment surface '"'- i _ -morphology and thickness. The o_, .....
small scale features included o ,,o.,

porosity, permeability, grain .... _ :.I _.- _ '

and bulk density, and saturation I _'_ _ ___';,o'_._,,___
component (capillary pressure, _i._, ,._,,,_ , ,
pore size distribution, and _:

L ' ......1surface area), iso,_,:E_%o,.... '_:- I _ I "
The 3D model was , ,

112_':_=" n_2'_ °

constructed utilizing the expert _J ___ y-_ _ ' _P_.AT;o.system/decision tree approach f._!_W-_Lz---_T__--_-_--_,-_-o_o_,,,_,_:_
lt calculates a matrix that _ _i(_-J_'(_ _ _-_ \\_ o..... _._-,
provides either a measured value _._-:_._._k,_._._I._,,_._/_<__'C_I =-,:-,,_ ......_.......
or an inferred value for each _.:-,,-_-.._// "-_-_\__,, ....i ,,_,,*_,_, I

of  rom
the surf ici al layer to the _ _<_r ,./, .x/;.Y/:y.,',v>.... _-_aquifer in each real RWMCweil. _-_.. -- ,,_-_)_ _#_p,,.-..."The same procedure is followed I R_,_J:,,¢_p __'_
for each of a number of virtual I ___{:-_ I
wells located on a 200x200 ft If-_--___r__:_t2-_"-_ 1
grid covering the RWMCand the I/__. -___-:__"_L_._]
immediate surrounding area. LI \_ :-_,:o :,.._ _-_'=

Figure I. Location of Radioactive Waste
Management Complex

DESCR!PTIONOF THE SYSTEM TO BE MODELED

Large Scale Features

A reasonably extensiveliteratureon the EasternSnake River Plane geology is
available (Knutsonet al., 1990).The picturethat emerges is one of relativelyflat
lying strata consisting of basaltflows that were emplaced during geologicallybrief
periods and water and wind born sedimentsthat accumulated on the irregular basalt
surfaces during the more protracted time periods that separated the periodic
volcanism. The basalts are a complex series of interlocking elongate fingerlike
flows. They are typified by relativelyflat tops and steeply dipping sides and ends
(Greeley,1982) . The informalstratigraphicterminologyused for the area considers
the sequence of basalt flows representing a period of volcanism a group. The
sediments that accumulate between volcanic episodes are termed sedimentary
interbeds.The individual flow fingersare termed flows (Anderson and Lewis, 1989).

The published information is largely qualitative in nature. Thus, extensive
geostatisticalstudies were requiredto providea basis for the stochasticmodeling
effort (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978; Journel, 1989). As a first order
approximation, the individual lava flows can be considered in an idealized form,
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Figure 2. The parametric distributions that are used to define the flows include -
Median height:width:length ratio, Average surface composition, Flow height
distribution, Number of salients and number of reentrants per I000 ft of flow
periphery, Size of salients and reentrants, Number of fissures on flow edge and flow
tops per 1000 ft of flow periphery, Number of collapse depression per hectare of
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Figure 2. Idealized Section of a Basalt Flow

flow top, Size of collapse depressions, Number of flows per group, Size distribution
of flows in a group, Thickness of flow zonations (upper vesicular, non vesicular,
and lower vesicular flow elements), and Joint frequency. The complexity of these
distributions vary from simple to convoluted. As an example, the number of
salients per 1000 ft of flow periphery can approximated by a simple
distribution equation -

Sn = INT( 3.79- 0.147"n + 2.44e-3*n = - 1.4e-5*n 3) ...................... (I)

where

Sn = number of salients per 1000 ft of flow periphery
INT = integer of expression
n = random number (O<n<100)



The 1_,_-ction of a flow represented by one of the internal flow elemenLs is a more
complex relationship, because the zonation relates to Lhe part and type of flow
under consideration, i.e. a flow edge or deflated area might contain only vesicular
material whereas in a ponded flow the non vesicular material might predominate.
Thus, the parameters can be keyed to the flow height and a series of distribution
equations is required -

Table I, Distribution coefficients for element height vs flow height,
m

Element Flow Height a b c d_.

uv 0-5 18.48 0.451 -0.0005 0.000010
.....

uv 6-10 10.64 1.052 -0.0142 0.000108

uv 11-15 6.32 1.060 -0.0165 0.000135

uv 16-20 8.11 1.225 -0.0226 0.000166
__ ,_

vu 21-30 5.03 1.365 -0.0238 0.000164
,,,,

vu 31-40 8.00 1.136 -0.0272 0.000219
.......

vu 41-60 10.12 0.328 -0.0041 0.000004

uv >61 9.88 0.236 -0.0047 0.000034
,........

Iv 0-5 40.48 -0.640 0.0086 -0.000043
..

Iv 6-i0 48.02 -1.611 0.0281 -0.000160

Iv 11-15 49.39 -1.139 0.0195 -0.000130

Iv 16-20 29.57 -1.115 0.0206 -0.000120
,,

Iv 21-30 20.42 -0.575 0.0103 -0.000064,,,

Iv 31-40 36.50 -1.899 0.0359 -0.000210

Iv 41-60 9.77 -0.335 0.5450 -0.000030
.....

Iv >61 i -0.268 0.0043 -0.000023

The coefficients a, b, c, and d are for an equation of the form -

uv = a + b*n + c*n 2 + d*n _.............................................. (2)

where

uv = upper vesicular element, percent of flow
Iv = lower vesicular element, percent of flow
nv = non-vesicular element, percent of flow - (100 - uv - Iv)
n = random number, (O<n<100)

The sediment geometric parameters developed were the variograms for sediment
surface topography and sediment thickness.
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Small Scale Features

The values for the small scale rock properties were obtained from measurements
made in the field or in the laboratory (Knutson and McCormick, 1990, Sisson and
Ellis, 1990, and Kaminski, 1991). The parameter distributions were generally cast
in the form of equation (I).

Distribution equations were determined for the following parameters -
Permeability, Porosity, Bulk density, Grain density, Saturation, Pore size
d,stribution, Capillary pressure, and Surface area.

MODELINGTECHNIQUES

Geostatistical Subsurface Characterization Model (GSCM) is essentially an
expert system using complex geologic rules and empirical statistical distributions
at key points in order to generate statistically sound parameter values (Figure 3.).

Statistical

Input Data Data User's Output
(coefficients) File

, ,

,- • 3

Geological
Data

Figure 3. Schematicof Overall Process

Using the bottom surface of one layer as the top of the next layer, a representation
is built from the top down. The type of material at a specific point is decided by
a complex of rules and the expected frequency of types given the material type
immediately preceding it (ie immediately above). Once a location has been assigned
a material type, parameter values are assigned based on empirical cumulative
distribution functions. These values may then be used in various subsurface
modelling efforts and employed in standard 3-D graphical display software.
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Level One - Input and Input Analysis

The first process of the model involves reading the input data, which, of
course, is never as straightforward as it sounds. In this case, the input deck
consists of four distinct data sets.

I. Well data. The well data set stores the locations of known wells and
associated data for the model. This file can be expanded as new wells are
drilled and analyzed.
2. User input data. The user input data set defines the input parameters
defining the volume of interest, number of real wells, grid spacing for
virtual wells, etc. This file controls the parameters for individual model
representations and may be changed for every run if necessary.
3. Coefficient data. The coefficient data set contains the coefficients for
the best fit cubic polynomials for the various cumulative distribution
functions. When new data are available, they must be tested against the
curves defined in this file. The coefficients may be easily modified if the
new data do not fit the existing curve.
4. Geologic data. The geologic data set contains flow thickness charts based
on expert geologic interpretation of existing data. These charts provide a
tabular method for inferrihg the thickness of a given flow for flow groups of
up to seven flows. When new data are gathered, this file may be updated by
expert geologists.

Once the data files are eead into the computer, several stages of analysis are
performed to determine various operational parameters such as the number of virtual

Figure 4. Schematic of GSCMInternal Database
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wells based on the number of known wells and the requested grid spacing. After the
preliminary analysis is complete, the program builds the GSCMInternal Data Base
(Figure 4.). This data set contains the fully populated matrix of information,
including all parameter values, about each well and virtual well at one foot
intervals. As the program begins, the data from the well data file are fed into the
matrix as appropriate. As each subsequent process is completed and new data are
inferred, the internal data base is increased.

lt is undesirable for the code to be restricted to the few geologic parameters
contained in this initial effort since data and statistics for other geologic and
geophysical phenomena will become available over time. The data files can easily
be expanded to accept additional parameters and their associated coefficient files
and rules for generating stochastic values. In addition, a modular code approach
was taken to simplify the inclusion, or change, of the various functions containing
the geologic rules and stochastic distributions.

Level Two - Create Geometric Structure

Before attempting to assign parameter values at a particular point, it is
necessary to know the material type and the spatial orientation of the point with
respect to nearby material types. In other words, the geometry of the volume must
be established before property values can be assigned. In order to generate the
geometrical structure, the main program implements three main processes.

i. Determine interbeds. This process takes the known elevations from the top
of each interbed and determines two surfaces that serve as the top and bottom
of each interbed. This process inherently defines the boundaries of the
major flow groups and begins by determining the upper surface using a least
squares method. The second step is to determine the thickness of the
interbed based on the number of flows in the flow group and the geologic data
base. The bottom surface is determined by simple displacement from the upper
surface by the thickness of the interbed.
2. Determine units. This process determines the location of boundaries
(where applicable) between flow units. The process is very similar to the
process of determining interbeds.
3. Determine flows. This process calculates the number of flows within a
flow group or unit. lt first determines whether a given point (x,y,z) is in
a new region, and, if so, calculates the thickness. The process then
calculates the number of flows that will be used based on this thickness and
a cumulative distribution function determined by the geologic data base.
Once the number and thickness of the flows has been established, they are
further divided into flow elements, or internal zonation distributions, by a
stochastic process. The internal zones used by the code are upper vesicular,
non-vesicular, lower vesicular, rubble zone, and lava tube.

At each step in Level Two, the internal GSCMdata base is populated with new,
inferred data relevant t_ each coordinate, (x,y,z). The coordinates represent the
real and virtual wells at one foot increments of depth.

Level Three - Determine Small Scale Rock Properties

Since the small scale rock properties depend on the type of geological
structure(stratigraphy),the Level Two processmust be completedprior to beginning
Level Three processing. The process for assigning parameter values begins with a
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reasonably complex decision tree. The major branches are for surface, ir.terbed,
crust, upper vesicular, non-vesicular, and lower vesicular material types. Each of
these may branch also based on the presence or absence of an interbed or a rubble
zone above, whether the coordinate is in a lava tube, etc. At the terminal node of
the decision tree, a property value is assigned by generating a random number and
inserting it into the appropriate cubic polynomial determined by the coefficients
in the coefficient data base.

Once all three levels have been completed, there will be a fully populated
matrix of property values for each coordinate in the volume of interest.

Level Four - Output

For simplicity of use in post processing activities (flow and transport
modeling, 3D simulations, etc.) the major output file is a simple ASCII file
containing, on a single row,:

I. x
2. y
3. z
4. Surface elevation
5. matrix permeability
6. vertical fracture permeability
7. horizontal permeability
8. fracture frequency
9. combined permeability

10. porosity
11. grain density
12. bulk density
13. equilibrium saturation
14. the random number used to generate matrix permeability
15. the random number used to generate vertical fracture permeability
16. the random number used to generate horizontal fracture permeability
17. the random number used to generate porosity
18. the random number used to generate porosity when an interbed or rubble
zone exists
19. the random number used to generate grain density
20. the zero/one value used to designate the existence of an interbed above
21. the zero/one value used to designate the existence of a rubble zone
22. the zero/one value used to designate the existence of a lava tube
23. the characterization of the layer (ie the name of the layer)
24. the type of element at the position
25. the zero/one value used to designate virtual well/real well distinction.

The code is not designed to generate wonderful graphics or calculate complex
transport scenarios; rather, it is designed to generate realistic input for cther
codes that depend on a geologic data set. As such, the simple text file offers
users of various post processors the most flexibility in designing a particular file
for further use.

CONCLUSION

There are many sophisticated fate and transport codes presently in use to
model contaminant plumes at the RWMC. Unfortunately, they all share one serious
flaw - the geologic model they use as the basis of the modeling effort is extremely



simplistic and inaccurate. GSCMnow offers those users a stochastically realistic
geology. Based on a complex system of geologic rules and empirically determined
stochastic relationships of parameters and material types, the code under
development provides an 'expert' system for generating 3D realizations of the
subsurface at the RWMC,and beyond.
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